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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Innovative Wellness Program Launches to Advance 
Healthy Self Investment Targeted to the Business and 
Public Sector 
(SAN RAMON, CA, JANUARY 18, 2011) – Makingme1st, the brainchild of founder Raj Kapur, 

launches to provide the corporate and public sector with wellness solutions based on proven 

strategic and project management methods.  

“Large corporations, agencies and small businesses alike are challenged in implementing life style 

wellness solutions that deliver truly healthier team members. The U.S. continues to evolve into an 

over stressed, overweight and unhealthy society, and it hits the corporate and personal bottom 

line. We at makingme1st are committed to delivering solutions that work and we know how, says 

Raj Kapur.”   

Makingme1st’s design and inspiration comes from founder Raj Kapur’s personal life experiences, 

together with his 20 years of practice in optimizing strategy execution, change management and 

project management at a global clientele of Fortune 500, public sector and small businesses. 

Raj Kapur says “There are universal truths we can count on when undertaking pivotal change at an 

organizational, team or individual level. At makingme1st we leverage a success equation that 

employs a holistic approach for defining, working towards and ultimately achieving personal 

success. At the end of the day if the goal is to open a new market, develop a new product or 

achieve personal well being the road map to success is essentially the same. Our expertise lies in 

matching our proven approach to our client’s goals, putting our clients in a position to succeed, 

and delivering a makingme1st approach to wellness. It’s time.” 

Makingme1st Company Overview 

Makingme1st provides sustained wellness programs, workshops, keynotes and speeches designed 

to optimize productivity, work life balance, and good health.  

For more information on makingme1st products and services please visit www.makingme1st.com  
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